Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
The Accessory Collection

D ESI G NED

WI TH O U T C O MPRO MIS E

PH A N TO M

W ELCOM E
G H OS T

The Rolls-Royce Accessory Collection is a stunning showcase
of the extraordinary skills of the craftspeople at Goodwood,
the Home of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. Each carefully selected
piece exudes excellence, bearing the hallmarks of over 100 years
of tradition and innovation.

WR AITH

Designed without compromise, the Accessory Collection
draws on the worlds of art, design and engineering to perfectly
enhance the aesthetics of your vehicle. Each element personalizes
your Rolls-Royce motor car, making it a unique expression of
your individuality.
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I N T ER IOR

E X T ER IOR

PER SON A L IZ AT ION

HOME

PHANTOM

Phantom Accessor y Collection
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C A R C A R E & PROT EC T ION

4

TO U R I NG & TECH NOLOGY

With its powerful stance and iconic proportions, Phantom is
the very essence of the marque: a timeless interpretation
of the modern luxury motor car. The Accessory Collection
serves to enhance your vehicle, to complement the aesthetics,
allowing you to develop your own work of art.

HOME

Personalized Treadplates
Design your own entrance with a personal message
or insignia, discreetly engraved onto your treadplates.
Available for all Phantom models.

PER SON AL IZ AT ION
Continue to commission your Rolls-Royce motor car,
changing the finest details throughout your ownership.
From engraved lettering on treadplates to personal
embroidery on your glove box, you set the tone – to
create a Phantom as individual as you are.
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HOME

Personalized Illuminated Treadplates
Create an inviting glow to your vehicle with the
Illuminated Treadplates, which work with the
interior lighting of your Rolls-Royce. For a personal
touch, add your own message or insignia, which
can be engraved discreetly onto your treadplates.
Available for all Phantom models.

Personalized Embroidered Glove Box Lid
Include your own personal message inside the
glove box lid with embroidered text.
Available for all Phantom models.

Personalized Text Headrests

Personalized Cushions

Display your individual style by enhancing your
headrests with elegantly embroidered lettering, in
a complementary colored thread or a preferred
contrasting color. Choose up to seven characters
of text, with the option of three available fonts.

Adorn the interior of your Rolls-Royce with
soft, duck feather cushions trimmed in the
finest leather and available in a range of colors,
piping and personalized embroidery.
Available for all models.

Available for all Phantom models.
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HOME

Tailored Indoor Car Covers
Handmade to the highest standard and designed to perfectly
follow the contours of your motor car, these Tailored Indoor
Car Covers can be made from a palette of 18 colors and are
available in a single or two-tone color combination. For the
highest level of personalization, initials, names, crests, insignia or
RR monograms can be embroidered onto either side.
Available for all Phantom models.
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HOME

Spirit of Ecstasy – 24-Carat Gold Plated
This instantly recognizable icon of automotive excellence has
subtly changed shape throughout history. Her powerful mystique
has never diminished, and this shining example of beauty and
grace is now available in a 24-carat gold plated finish.
Available for all Phantom models.

E X TER IOR
Accentuate Phantom’s powerful presence and distinctive design with
these beautifully crafted exterior options. Choose from a selection
of highly exclusive items that can be fitted by your appointed Dealer,
to ensure your Rolls-Royce reflects your personal style.
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HOME

Spirit of Ecstasy – Solid Silver
This iconic symbol can be specially
crafted in stunning solid sterling silver,
hallmarked to add an extra touch of
detail and elegance.
Available for all Phantom models.

Spirit of Ecstasy – Illuminated
Finished with a modern frosted
effect, the Illuminated Spirit of Ecstasy
creates a striking impression, projecting
a crown of light. The illumination is
activated when the welcome lighting
is on and the vehicle is stationary.
Available for all Phantom models.

Brushed Steel Package
Bonnet and windscreen surrounds are styled in a distinctive
brushed steel, for a dramatic and dynamic finish.
Available for Phantom Drophead Coupé & Phantom Coupé.
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HOME

Restyled Mirror Kit

Visible Exhaust

License Plate Surround

Blending seamlessly with the exterior of your motor
car, these restyled mirrors add a contemporary feel
and a larger field of vision for early Phantoms.

These chrome plated exhausts accentuate the
dynamic and powerful presence of your Phantom,
yet are barely audible, to ensure you get the best
of both worlds.

A sophisticated finishing touch, designed to fit
standard number plates.

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Available for all Phantom models.

Teak Decking
Taking design cues from the world
of yachting, the rear Teak Decking is
handcrafted from over 30 individual
pieces and protected by a special blend
of oils. It perfectly complements the
Wooden Luggage Compartment Floor
option, please see page 32 for details.
Available for Phantom Drophead Coupé.
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Rolls-Royce has designed a
range of alternative wheel
finish options, providing you
with the freedom to update
and aesthetically modify your
motor car.

21" Style 422
Alloy Wheel – Forged

21" Style 173
Alloy Wheel – Chromed

21" Style 471
Alloy Wheel – Part Polished

Also available in:
Fully Polished, Dark Lacquered

Also available in:
Painted

Also available in:
Forged, Dark Lacquered

Pinstripe Tires
Add a touch of elegance to your vehicle.
Taking inspiration from the world of fashion,
Pinstripe Tires present the perfect portrayal
of a contemporary take on a classic design.
Available for all Phantom models.

21" Style 267
Alloy Wheel – Fully Polished

21" Style 289
Alloy Wheel – Dark Lacquered

Also available in:
Painted, Part Polished, Dark Lacquered

Also available in:
Painted, Part Polished,
Fully Polished

Example of Painted Alloy Wheel finish
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HOME

Starlight Headlining
Transform the roof of your motor car into the
illusion of a star-filled night sky. This special headlining
material creates a magical ambience using hundreds
of fibre-optic lights. The controls in the passenger
compartment allow you to adjust the brightness of
the ‘stars’ to fashion just the right atmosphere.
Front headlining panels are finished in black
leather to complement the headlining.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

I N TER IOR
Simplicity is the purest form of beauty. Meticulous attention to detail
combines with stunning design to create Phantom’s sumptuous
interior. Refine your own private sanctuary with the following pieces,
perfectly tailored to help you work, entertain or simply relax.
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HOME

Full Veneered Fascia
The upper section of the fascia can be
finished in the same veneer as the rest
of your vehicle, including the air vent
surround on the rear of the driver’s
console.
Available for all Phantom models.

Veneered Steering Wheel Spokes
For an authentic look and feel, the
steering wheel spokes can be elegantly
veneered to match your vehicle’s interior.
Available for all Phantom models.

Thicker Steering Wheel
Combining increased grip with dynamic
aesthetics, this steering wheel creates a
sportier feel and is available in various
color options.
Available for all Phantom models.

Humidor in Glove Box
This wood-lined Humidor is beautifully trimmed
with polished aluminum, leather detailing, and is
discreetly located within the glove box.
Available for all Phantom models.
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HOME

Rear Curtain Kit
Either selected separately or in combination, the electric
rear compartment and door curtains are tailor-made to
offer superior privacy for rear seated occupants. Choose
from a range of colors to complement your interior styling.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Lambswool Floor Mats
Feel the luxurious softness of lambswool underfoot
with these tailor-made floor mats. Choose from
a range of colors to match your vehicle’s interior.
A Lambswool Luggage Compartment Mat is also
available, please see page 37.
Available for all Phantom models.
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Tufted Floor Mats

Sisal Floor Mats

Combining comfort and durability, these tailor-made
floor mats are available in a choice of colors to
match your vehicle’s interior.

Designed specifically for the Drophead Coupé,
these Sisal Floor Mats evoke a classic nautical feel.

Available for all Phantom models.

Available for Phantom Drophead Coupé & Phantom Coupé.
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HOME

Milled Aluminum Drinks Holder

Glass Cabinet for Individual Seats

RR Monogram to All Headrests

Beautifully engineered, milled and polished from
solid aluminum, this dual drinks holder is both
practical and stylish. Only available for vehicles
with coolbox for lounge seats.

Featuring two compartments, this Glass Cabinet,
finished in tipped leather, is conveniently located
within Phantom’s individual rear seats. Comprising
two champagne flutes, two whisky glasses and
two decanters, this Glass Cabinet offers both
functionality and style.

The interlinked RR monogram can be embroidered
into the headrests in either a color-matched or
contrasting thread.

Available for Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase.

Available for all Phantom models.

Please note, champagne flutes are for reference only.

QU EN C H YO U R T H I RST

Coolbox for Individual Seats

Available for Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase.

Unwind or celebrate with this Coolbox, which is
designed to chill two standard-sized champagne
bottles, or similar. Easily reached by both rear
passengers, it keeps its contents at an optimum
4°C/39°F and illuminates when opened.
Available for Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase.
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HOME

Parasols
Comprising an ivory cotton twill canopy
with contrasting taupe edging, these
beautifully hand-crafted parasols protect
you from the sun whilst offering a touch
of elegance to any occasion.
Available for all Phantom models.

TOU R I NG &
TECH NOLOGY
Immerse yourself in experience and discovery.
Our Touring & Technology collection combines engineering and
design to connect seamlessly with your lifestyle, becoming an
effortless extension of your world.
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HOME

B EAU T I F U L LY C R A F TED
Picnic Hamper
Making entertaining as pleasurable as driving, the Rolls-Royce Picnic
Hamper embodies the golden age of picnicking, when the picnic was an
occasion to be savored, not just for convenience on a long journey.
Including lead crystal wine glasses, Wedgwood crockery and handmade
stainless steel cutlery, the Picnic Hamper is handcrafted from oiled teak,
saddle leather and polished aluminum, and features everything essential
for the finest picnic for four people.
Available for all models.
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Leather Trimmed Luggage Compartment
Expertly crafted in every detail, this luggage
compartment, including the hinged cover lids, is
trimmed with leather to match Phantom’s interior
trim colors.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Wooden Luggage Compartment Floor
Bring unique and classic styling to your Phantom
Drophead Coupé or Phantom Coupé’s luggage
compartment with this sumptuous, teak deck
wooden floor – a perfect accompaniment to the
Teak Decking, please see page 17.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Portable Leather Trimmed Coolbag
Every element of convenience for your journey and
beyond has been considered with this portable coolbag.
Trimmed with leather to match the vehicle’s interior,
the cooling system is powered by the vehicle via a 12v
auxiliary power socket in the luggage compartment.
Available for all Phantom models.
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HOME

ARRIV E IN ST Y LE
Phantom Luggage
Beautifully created by the Design Studio at Goodwood,
Rolls-Royce Phantom Luggage is handmade, using only the
highest quality saddle leather in a classic tan finish.
Nestling neatly into Phantom’s luggage compartment,
this practical, yet stylish range comes finished with subtle
Rolls-Royce detailing, including monogrammed catches
and embroidered lining.
Phantom Luggage can be ordered individually, or in the
following sets:
6 piece set:
Comprises x4 Weekender bags,
x1 Accessory bag and x1 Shoe bag
5 piece set:
Comprises x4 Weekender bags
and x1 Accessory bag
As shown opposite

4 piece set:
Comprises x4 Weekender bags
Available for all models.

Accessory bag
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Weekender bag

Shoe bag
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HOME

SAFE & SE C U R E O N T HE M OVE

Luggage Compartment Net

Lambswool Luggage Compartment Mat

Rubber Luggage Compartment Mat

Protect loose or small items by storing them
safely in these nets attached to the floor and
sides of the luggage compartment.

Designed to complement the Lambswool Floor
Mats, this luxuriously soft mat offers a protective
surface for delicate items. Please see page 25 for
the Lambswool Floor Mats.

This rubberised, non-slip mat provides extra
protection for the luggage compartment floor
and your luggage.

Available for Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase.

Available for Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase.

Available for Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase.

Bumper Protection Apron
Made by hand, this apron protects the bumper and rear
paintwork from damage during loading and effortlessly
rolls up, out of the way, when not in use.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.
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HOME

S TAY CO N N EC T ED
The clear and uncluttered interior belies the amount of technology you can have
at your fingertips with Phantom. Everything is designed to work in unison with the
result being simplistic control and a dynamic sense of connectivity while on the
road, making driving an effortless pleasure. A selection of interior refinements are
available to make every journey more enjoyable.

Universal Remote Control
Seamlessly effortless, these control buttons,
fitted to the replacement rear view mirror,
enable you to program a range of remote
functions, such as opening/closing a garage
door or gate, and turning lights or other
appliances on and off.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle
compatibility.
Available for all Phantom models.

Snap-in Adapter

Media Adapter Cable

These convenient snap-in adapters connect your mobile
phone to the vehicle’s external aerial, which boosts
reception and charges the phone’s battery at the same
time. Available for a range of devices, including Apple*.

Connect your Apple iPhone* to Phantom’s audio system
via the USB audio interface in the center console.
The cable also charges the device when in use.
Available for a range of iPhone* models.†

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

*A trademark of Apple Computers Inc.
† Image for reference only.
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HOME

Winter Wheels and Tires
There’s no need to compromise on comfort and elegance, even in
the most hazardous winter conditions. Offering up to 20% better
road grip in temperatures under 7°C/44°F, the sophisticated tread
design provides greater traction on mud, ice and fresh or melting
snow. The risk of aquaplaning on wet roads is also reduced.
Available for all Phantom models.

C AR C AR E &
PROTEC T ION
Every Rolls-Royce motor car benefits from the expert care of
over 60 skilled craftspeople and technicians. This meticulous
attention to detail has been the inspiration behind our products
that are designed to protect and look after your vehicle.
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HOME

Indoor Car Cover

Snow Chains

Battery Conditioner

Designed to protect your paintwork, the Indoor
Car Cover features an embroidered RR monogram
at the front. Personalized Indoor Car Covers are
also available, please see page 10.

Rolls-Royce Snow Chains improve traction, braking
distance and driving stability in snow or ice,
essential for ski trips or life in colder climates.

This mains-powered Battery Conditioner with
LED indicator ensures an optimum charge level
is always maintained.

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Available for all Phantom models.

Outdoor Car Cover

Swissol Car Care Kit*

Protect your vehicle from the elements, come
rain or shine with the Outdoor Car Cover. Each
side features subtle twin RR monograms, whilst a
securing strap holds it firmly in place.

This carefully selected kit of Swissol car care
products contains everything needed to keep the
delicate material of your Rolls-Royce in pristine
condition. All the items are conveniently presented
and stored in an RR monogrammed carry bag.

Unique Cleaning Products for
Drophead Coupé*

Available for all Phantom models.

Car Cover, Air Flow Storage System
Keep your Rolls-Royce in pristine condition in a dust,
dirt and damp-free environment. This hard-wearing
inflatable cover creates a dry micro-climate, with twin
fans continuously circulating air around the vehicle.
Available for all Phantom models.

Available for all Phantom models.

Available for all Phantom models.

Designed specifically to maintain the unique
elements of the Drophead Coupé, this range
includes teak, stainless steel and soft top cleaner.
Available for Phantom Drophead Coupé.

*Restrictions on use apply in certain States. Please consult your appointed Dealer for compatibility.
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E X T ER IOR
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HOME

G HOST

Ghost Accessor y Collection
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TO U R I NG & TECH NOLOGY

Dramatic yet graceful, technologically advanced yet seductively
simple, Ghost forges a path of serenity with no ordinary power.
The same ethos echoes within the Accessory Collection.
Every piece exudes quality and precision, offering the unique
opportunity to tailor your vehicle, giving you complete control.

HOME

PER SON AL IZ AT ION
Design is a combination of function, appearance and emotion.
From engraved lettering on treadplates, to elegantly embroidered
headrests and cushions, our range of personalized accessories for
Ghost enables you to tailor and craft your vehicle – to achieve
the unsurpassed level of detail for which Rolls-Royce is renowned.

Personalized Treadplates
Design your own entrance with a personal message or insignia,
discreetly engraved onto your treadplates, located on the entry
strips of your motor car. Add Polished Stainless Steel Treadstrips
to complete a cool and contemporary finish. Please see page 48.
Available for all Ghost models.
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HOME

Personalized Cushions
Adorn the interior of your Rolls-Royce with
soft, duck feather cushions trimmed in the finest
leather and available in a range of colors, piping
and personalized embroidery.
Personalized Cushions

Available for all models.

Polished Stainless Steel Treadstrips
The polished stainless steel finish adds a cool,
contemporary air to the interior of your vehicle
and to the luggage compartment sill cover. For
a highly personal finishing touch, Personalized
Treadplates can also be fitted, further enhancing
Ghost’s dynamic qualities. Please see page 47.
Available for all Ghost models.
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Polished Stainless Steel Treadstrips

Personalized Text Headrests

Personalized Text Headrests

Tailored Indoor Car Covers

Enhance your headrests with elegantly embroidered
lettering, in a complementary colored thread
or a preferred contrasting color. Choose up to
seven characters of text, with the option of three
available fonts.

Handmade to the highest standard and designed to perfectly follow the
contours of your motor car, these Tailored Car Covers can be made
from a palette of 18 colors and are available in a single or two-tone color
combination. For the highest level of personalization, initials, names, crests,
insignia or RR monogram can be embroidered onto either side.

Available for all Ghost models.

Available for all Ghost models.
Ghost Accessor y Collection – Personalization
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HOME

E X TER IOR
No other motor car personifies the essence of Rolls-Royce
quite like Ghost. Our exterior options serve only to emphasize
the dynamic, yet informal, character of this timeless classic,
exuding the power of simplicity.

Silver Satin Kit
Dramatic yet graceful, the Silver Satin Kit encompasses
the bonnet, windscreen and grill surround, elegantly
reflecting Ghost’s dynamic character.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.
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HOME

G R AC EF U L L I T T L E G O DDESS

Spirit of Ecstasy – Solid Silver

Spirit of Ecstasy – 24-Carat Gold Plated

Spirit of Ecstasy – Uplit

This iconic symbol can be specially crafted in
solid sterling silver, complete with hallmark, to
add an extra touch of subtle elegance.

This instantly recognizable icon of automotive
excellence has subtly changed shape throughout
her life. Her powerful mystique has never
diminished and this shining example of beauty
and grace is now available in a 24-carat gold
plated finish.

Creating an enchanting aura, the Uplit Spirit
of Ecstasy projects a halo of white light that
emanates from the base of the pedestal on
which the lady stands. The lighting is activated
when the welcome lighting is on and the
vehicle is stationary.

Available for all Ghost models.

Available for all Ghost models.

Available for all Ghost models.

Spirit of Ecstasy – Illuminated
Finished with a modern frosted effect, the Illuminated
Spirit of Ecstasy creates a striking impression, projecting
a crown of light. The illumination is activated when the
welcome lighting is on and the vehicle is stationary.
Available for all Ghost models.
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21" Style 615
Alloy Wheel – Part Polished
Also available in: Painted, Fully Polished

19" Style 273
Alloy Wheel – Painted

20" Style 274
Alloy Wheel – Gloss Black

20" Style 420
Alloy Wheel – Fully Polished

Also available in: Painted, Chromed

Also available in: Part Polished

21" Style 603 Alloy Wheel – Black, Part Polished
The striking seven spoke 21" part polished alloy wheel allows you
to bring a new design element to your Rolls-Royce motor car.
Available for all Ghost models.
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HOME

Restyled Mirror Kit
Flowing seamlessly into the vehicle’s exterior lines,
while still maintaining a high level of vision, the
restyled dimensions of these mirrors offer an
alternative to the standard version fitted on Ghost
models built before September 2011.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Visible Exhaust

21" Style 603 Alloy Wheel – Silver, Part Polished
Further enhance the dynamism of your Ghost with the
seven spoke, 21" reflex silver alloy wheel.

These chrome plated exhausts accentuate the
dynamic and powerful presence of your Ghost, yet
are barely audible, to ensure you get the best of
both worlds.
Available for all Ghost models.

Available for all Ghost models.
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HOME

Lambswool Floor Mats
Feel the luxurious softness of
lambswool underfoot with these
tailor-made floor mats. Choose from
a range of colors to match your
vehicle’s interior.

I N TER IOR
Step into Ghost and take control. The contemporary interior
comes with comfort built into every inch, creating a refined,
tranquil space. The Accessory Collection’s interior options
enable you to relax in style, wherever your journey takes you.

Lambswool Floor Mats
Tufted Floor Mats

All Weather Floor Mats

Available for all Ghost models.

Tufted Floor Mats
Combining comfort and durability,
these tailor-made floor mats are
available in a choice of colors to
match your vehicle’s interior.
Available for all Ghost models.

All Weather Floor Mats
Designed to protect and maintain
the luxurious and contemporary
interior of your Ghost, these floor
mats have been sculpted with raised
edges to capture dirt, water, or
melting snow; ensuring the utmost
care for your Ghost all year round.
Available for all Ghost models.
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HOME

R EF I N ED T R A N Q U I L S PAC E

Rear Curtain Kit
Enhance the feeling of privacy for the rear
occupants with electric curtains. These
curtains are controlled effortlessly from
the rear doors or on the driver’s door.
Available as a rear windscreen curtain,
or complete rear compartment curtains,
including side windows.
Rear Curtain Kit

Available for all Ghost models.

RR Monogram to all Headrests
The interlinked RR monogram can be
embroidered into the headrests in either
a color-matched or contrasting thread.
Available for all Ghost models.

Coolbox
One of the pinnacle Rolls-Royce Motor
Cars accessories, the illuminated interior
of the Coolbox, with integral mirror,
accommodates two 0.75 litre champagne
bottles and storage for two champagne
flutes. The two stage cooling settings keep
food and drink at the perfect temperature.
For added convenience, a glass holder can
be securely fixed to the cup-holders in the
rear armrest.

Picnic Tables
With their elegant fold-out operation, finished with matching
interior leather, these picnic tables are perfect for both work
and refreshments. Rear passengers will enjoy the convenience
of this smart and easy to use accessory.
Please note: Rear Entertainment System is not included.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Available for all Ghost models.
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Coolbox
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HOME

TOU R I NG &
TECH NOLOGY
Effortlessly simple, yet with cutting-edge technology,
Ghost forges a silent path through an ever-changing world.
As technology creates more intelligence than ever before, our
range of Touring & Technology accessories have been crafted
to enhance Ghost’s potential for any occasion.

Wireless Headphones
Specially designed for the rear entertainment system on Ghost, these
headphones deliver excellent sound quality and comfort due to their light
weight, high-quality ear pads. The advanced technology means the volume can
be adjusted and the channel selected directly on the headphones, and each set
includes an embroidered hard case for protection when not in use.
Please note: Digital wireless headphones are compatible with Ghosts produced from September
2013 onwards. Infrared Headphones are available for Ghosts produced before September 2013.
Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.
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Snap-in Adapter

Ghost Rear Entertainment Remote

These convenient snap-in adapters connect your
mobile phone to the vehicle’s external aerial, which
boosts reception and charges the phone’s battery
at the same time. Available for a range of devices,
including Apple*.

Providing an effortless passenger experience,
the Rear Entertainment Remote offers the same
functions as the integrated rotary controller,
enabling you to use the Rear Entertainment
System, all at the touch of a button.

Media Adapter Cable

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.

Available for all Ghost models.

Available for all Ghost models.

Universal Remote Control

Portable Leather Trimmed coolbag

Seamlessly effortless, these control buttons, fitted to the replacement
rear view mirror, enable you to program a range of remote functions,
such as opening and closing a garage door or gate, and turning lights
or other appliances on and off.

Every element of convenience for your journey
and beyond has been considered with this
portable coolbag. Trimmed with leather to
match the vehicle’s interior, the cooling system
is powered by the vehicle via a 12v auxiliary
power socket in the luggage compartment.

Please consult your appointed Dealer for vehicle compatibility.
Available for all Ghost models.
*A trademark of Apple Computers Inc.
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Connect your Apple iPhone* to Ghost’s audio system
via the USB audio interface in the center console.
The cable also charges the device when in use.
Available for a range of iPhone* models.

Please consult your appointed Dealer for
vehicle compatibility.
Ghost Accessor y Collection – Touring & Technology
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Car Cover, Air Flow
Storage System

C AR C AR E &
PROTEC T ION
Ghost is the pinnacle of engineering, elegance and dynamism.
Maintaining the integrity of your vehicle is of paramount
importance, and so the same meticulous attention has been
the inspiration behind the products we design to protect and
preserve your motor car.

Keep your Rolls-Royce in pristine
condition in a dust, dirt and damp-free
environment. This hard-wearing inflatable
cover creates a dry micro-climate, with
twin fans continuously circulating air
around the vehicle.
Car Cover, Air Flow Storage System
Outdoor Car Cover

Indoor Car Cover

Available for all Ghost models.

Outdoor Car Cover
Protect your vehicle from the elements,
come rain or shine with the Outdoor
Car Cover. Each side features subtle
twin RR monograms, whilst a securing
strap holds it firmly in place.
Available for all Ghost models.

Indoor Car Cover
Designed to protect your paintwork,
the Indoor Car Cover features an
embroidered RR monogram on the
front. Personalized Indoor Car Covers
are also available, please see page 49.
Available for all Ghost models.
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Battery Conditioner
This mains-powered Battery Conditioner with
LED indicator ensures an optimum charge level
is always maintained.

Snow Chains
Rolls-Royce Snow Chains improve
traction, braking distance and driving
stability on snow or ice, essential for
ski trips or colder climates. Available
for 19" alloy wheels only.

Available for all Ghost models.

Snow Chains
Winter Wheels and Tires

Swissol Car Care Kit*
This carefully selected kit of Swissol car care
products contains everything needed to keep the
delicate material of your Rolls-Royce in pristine
condition. All the items are conveniently presented
and stored in an RR monogrammed carry bag.
Available for all Ghost models.

Available for all Ghost models.

Winter Wheels and Tires
There’s no need to compromise on
comfort and elegance, even in the
most hazardous winter conditions.
Offering up to 20% better road grip
in temperatures under 7°C/44°F, the
sophisticated tread design provides
greater traction on mud, ice and
fresh or melting snow. The risk of
aquaplaning on wet roads is also
reduced. Available for 19" and 20"
alloy wheels.
Available for all Ghost models.

*Restrictions on use apply in certain countries. Please consult your appointed Dealer for compatibility.
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I N T ER IOR

E X T ER IOR

PER SON A L IZ AT ION

HOME

WR AITH
This sentiment is also true for the Wraith Accessory Collection.
Designed without compromise, each piece has been crafted
with meticulous detail, allowing you to personalize Wraith to
your needs and express your individuality.
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C A R C A R E & PROT EC T ION

TO U R I NG & TECH NOLOGY

The most dynamic Rolls-Royce motor car ever built, Wraith is
the embodiment of power, style and drama.

HOME

Tailored Indoor Car Covers
Handmade to the highest standard
and designed to perfectly follow the
contours of your motor car, these
Tailored Indoor Car Covers can be
made from a palette of 18 colors and
are available in a single or two-tone
color combination. For the highest
level of personalization initials, names,
crests, insignia or RR monogram can be
embroidered onto either side.

PER SON AL IZ AT ION
Transcend the conventional. This collection lets you personalize
your Wraith, creating an opportunity to continually change and
update the intimate details in your motor car.

Tailored Indoor Car Covers
Personalized Engraved Treadplates

Personalized Text Headrests

Available for Wraith.

Personalized Engraved Treadplates
Design your own entrance with a
personal message or insignia, discreetly
engraved onto your treadplates.
Available for Wraith.

Personalized Text Headrests
Display your individual style by
enhancing your headrests with
elegantly embroidered lettering, in a
complementary colored thread or a
preferred contrasting color. Choose up
to seven characters of text, with the
option of three available fonts.
Available for Wraith.
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HOME

Spirit of Ecstasy – Solid Silver
This iconic symbol can be specially crafted in solid
sterling silver, complete with hallmark, to add an
extra touch of subtle elegance.
Available for Wraith.

E X TER IOR
Wraith’s alluring presence ensures it always commands attention.
Accentuate that sense of dramatic purpose with our collection
of beautifully crafted exterior accessories, giving Wraith your own
personal signature.
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HOME

Spirit of Ecstasy – Uplit

Spirit of Ecstasy – 24-Carat Gold Plated

Spirit of Ecstasy – Illuminated

Creating an enchanting aura, the Uplit Spirit
of Ecstasy projects a halo of white light that
emanates from the base of the pedestal on
which the lady stands. The lighting is activated
when the welcome lighting is on and the
vehicle is stationary.

This instantly recognizable icon of automotive
excellence has subtly changed shape throughout
her life. Her powerful mystique has never
diminished, and this shining example of beauty
and grace is now available in a 24-carat gold
plated finish.

Finished with a modern frosted effect, the
Illuminated Spirit of Ecstasy creates a striking
impression, projecting a crown of light. The
illumination is activated when the welcome
lighting is on and the vehicle is stationary.

Available for Wraith.

Available for Wraith.

Available for Wraith.

21" Style 603 Alloy Wheel – Black, Part Polished
The striking seven spoke 21" part polished alloy wheel allows you
to bring a new design element to your Rolls-Royce motor car.
Available for Wraith.
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HOME

D R A M AT I C V I SUA L I M PAC T

21” Five spoke Alloy Wheel
Part Polished

20” Seven spoke Alloy Wheel
Diamond Turned

21” Seven spoke Alloy Wheel
Fully Polished

21" Style 602
Alloy Wheel – Part Polished

20" Style 462
Alloy Wheel – Diamond Turned

21" Style 593
Alloy Wheel – Fully Polished

Also available in: Painted, Chromed

Also available in: Painted

21" Style 603 Alloy Wheel – Silver Part Polished
Further enhance the dynamism of your Wraith with the
seven spoke, 21" reflex silver alloy wheel.
Available for Wraith.
All of the wheels featured are designed specifically for Wraith each style is available in a variety of finishes.
For more information, please speak to your appointed Dealer.
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HOME

RR Monogram to all Headrests
The interlinked RR monogram can be elegantly
embroidered into the headrests in either a
color-matched or contrasting thread.
Available for Wraith.

I N TER IOR
While the exterior exudes purpose, the sweeping lines of Wraith’s
interior promise absolute comfort. The work of our master craftspeople
is evident in every detail; a sentiment that runs true with our range of
pieces designed to enhance Wraith’s interior concept.
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HOME

Lambswool Floor Mats
Feel the luxurious softness of lambswool
underfoot with these tailor-made floor
mats. Choose from a range of colors to
match your vehicle’s interior.
Available for Wraith.

Tufted Floor Mats
Combining comfort and durability, these
tailor-made floor mats are available in a
choice of colors to match your vehicle’s
interior.
Available for Wraith.

Starlight Headlining
Transform the roof of your car into the illusion of
a star-filled night sky. This special headlining material
creates a magical ambience using hundreds of
fibre-optic lights. The controls in the front passenger
compartment allow you to adjust the brightness of
the ‘stars’ to fashion just the right atmosphere.
Available for Wraith.
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HOME

Canadel Wood Panelling
Tactile, with a light satin finish that retains
the material’s natural texture, this crafted
wood contributes to Wraith’s warm,
contemporary ambience. The veneer is
book matched throughout and gently
curves to hug the contours of the coach
doors, adding a sweep of open grain
throughout the rear cabin.
Available for Wraith.

Canadel Panelling to Fascia
This stunning, open grain wood maintains
the dynamic promise of Wraith whilst
providing a calm and luxurious interior.
Available for Wraith.

WA R M CO N T EM P O R A RY S T Y L E
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HOME

Snap-in Adapter
These convenient snap-in adapters
connect your mobile phone to the
vehicle’s external aerial, which boosts
reception and charges the phone’s
battery at the same time. Available for
a range of devices, including Apple*.
Available for Wraith.

Snap-in Adapter

TOU R I NG &
TECH NOLOGY
Wraith is the most technologically advanced Rolls-Royce ever
built. Our range of Touring & Technology accessories serve to
enhance the ride and drive experience, connecting seamlessly
with your lifestyle.

Media Adapter Cable

Media Adapter Cable
Connect your Apple iPhone* to Wraith’s
audio system via the USB audio interface
in the center console. The cable also
charges the device when in use.
Available for a range of iPhone* models.
Available for Wraith.

*A trademark of Apple Computers Inc.
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T H E U LTI M AT E T R AVEL COMPANION
Wraith Luggage
Designed for Wraith by the Goodwood Design Team, the
collection fulfils the most discerning traveller’s requirements
whilst reflecting the truly unique capabilities of the marque.
The traditional and contemporary handcrafted materials can
be personalized to match the two-tone interior color of your
Wraith, creating an innovative, convenient and unique luggage
concept, designed exclusively for your motor car.
The Wraith Luggage collection can be purchased as
individual pieces, or as the following sets:
6 piece set:
Comprises x2 Grand Tourers, x3 Long Weekenders,
x1 Garment Carrier
5 piece set:
Comprises x2 Grand Tourers, x3 Long Weekenders
Available for all models.

Garment Carrier

Long Weekender

Grand Tourer
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HOME

C AR C AR E &
PROTEC T ION
From the outset, Wraith was designed to be a driver’s car; a
masterpiece of elegant simplicity, exuding both power and poise.
Our carefully selected products are equally powerful, designed
to protect and maintain your Wraith.
Winter Wheels and Tires
There’s no need to compromise on comfort and elegance, even in the most
hazardous winter conditions. Offering up to 20% better grip in temperatures
under 7°C/44°F, the sophisticated tread design provides greater traction on
mud, ice and frozen or melting snow. The risk of aquaplaning on wet roads is
also reduced. Available for 19" and 20" alloy wheels.
Available for Wraith.
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HOME

Snow Chains
Rolls-Royce Snow Chains improve traction, braking distance
and driving stability on snow or ice, essential for ski trips or
life in colder climates. Available for 19" alloy wheels only.
Available for Wraith.

Car Cover, Air Flow Storage System
Keep your Wraith in pristine condition in a dust,
dirt and damp-free environment.This hard-wearing
inflatable cover creates a dry micro-climate, with
twin fans continuously circulating air around
the vehicle.
Car Cover, Air Flow Storage System

Available for Wraith.

Outdoor Car Cover
Protect your Wraith from the elements, come
rain or shine with the Outdoor Car Cover. Each
side features subtle twin RR monograms, whilst a
securing strap holds it firmly in place.
Available for Wraith.

Indoor Car Cover
Designed to protect your paintwork, the
Indoor Car Cover features an embroidered RR
monogram on the front. Tailored Indoor Car
Covers are also available, please see page 73.
Available for Wraith.
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HOME

Swissol Car Care Kit*
This carefully selected array of Swissol car
care products contains everything needed to
keep your Rolls-Royce in pristine condition.
All the items are conveniently presented and
stored in an RR monogrammed carry bag.
Available for Wraith.

Teak Cleaner
Rolls-Royce teak cleaner is the approved
solution to clean the unique satin finish of
your Canadel Wood Panelling.
Available for Wraith.

Battery Conditioner
This mains-powered Battery Conditioner ensures optimum
charge level is always maintained. With magnetic coupling
and an LED indicator it conveniently connects to Wraith’s
charge point located in the luggage compartment.
Available for Wraith.

*Restrictions on use apply in certain States. Please consult your appointed Dealer for compatibility.
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